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From: Erasmia Lois tf
To: Eva Brown r4 tl'
Date: Thu, Apr 29, 2004 4:01 PM
Subject: Re: need for expert in the fire manual actions expert elicitation

thanks you very much;

People are still trying to find someone with operations experience; I will let you know on Monday if you
should fill in instead

Erasmia

>>> Eva Brown 04/29/04 03:38PM >>>
I'm at your disposal.

- Eva

V/>> Erasmia Lois Thursday, April 29, 2004 1:49:13 PM >>>
would you be available in case any of these people cannot come?

>'" Eva Brown 04/29/04 09:04AM »>>>

Kathleen O'Donohue out of RII was a former licensed operator and current team leader for FP. She would
be an excellent choice if she is available. Also Charlie Payne as he has a operator licensing background
and also serves as RiI team leader.

- Eva

Erasmia Lois Thursday, April 29, 2004 9:01:16 AM ,>>
Next week (5/4 75) we will reconvene the expert elicitation for developing the time margins for the fire
manual actions. However, our reactor operations expert, Mike Jungle, has had an operation this week
and he may not be able at all, or he may be able to partially, support the panel. Because recrent plant
operations expertise with an understanding of fire manual actions is important, we are looking for
someone that would be able to support the panel (at least those times that Mike would not be there) by
providing the needed plant operations relevant information (but not estimating values at this time since
did not had the benefit of the first session).

the dates of the meeting are: 5/4 and 5, 8:30-5:00

Do you know of any experts (Phil., Mark, or you Eva are potentially good options) that could help us this
effort?

CC: Andrew Kugler; Ray Gallucci; Sunil Weerakkody


